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Аннотация 
к учебному пособию по внеаудиторному чтению 

на английском языке «20th century English Stories» 
 

Данное учебное пособие соответствует учебной программе 
английского языка, предназначено для студентов I – II курсов про-
должающего и спец. потоков ИВЭС, а также может быть исполь-
зовано на уроках домашнего чтения в продолжающих группах 
второго высшего образования. 
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Методическая записка 
Учебное пособие по внеаудиторному чтению на английском 

языке  «20th Century English Stories» предназначено для студентов I - 
II курсов факультетов университетов и институтов и включает в се-
бя учебно-методические рекомендации к 20 рассказам и 2 приложе-
ния (Приложение 1 – фразы, необходимые для вступления в дискус-
сию и выражения своего мнения; Приложение 2 – список прилага-
тельных оценочного характера). Целью данного пособия является 
ознакомление студентов с лучшими произведениями выдающихся 
английских писателей XX века, представленными малой литератур-
ной формой. Актуальность и современность проблем, поднимаемых 
авторами рассказов, позволяет проводить дискуссии по следующим 
темам: «человеческая натура и мотивы человеческих поступков», 
«проблемы отцов и детей», «искусство и судьба человека в искусст-
ве», «сыщик против злодея». Некоторые рассказы можно объеди-
нить тематически с последующим написанием эссе, которые можно 
было бы рассматривать как своего рода зачетные работы по данному 
аспекту. Рассказы написаны очень хорошим языком, содержать мно-
го интересных для обсуждения проблем, и могут возникать неожи-
данные сочетания рассказов, что само по себе открывает широкие 
возможности для развития навыков дискуссии, так как приходится 
принимать во внимание тот факт, что группы разные и восприятие 
ими материала может быть разным. Учебное пособие имеет аппарат 
упражнений, позволяющих активизировать лексику рассказов. Ин-
терес представляют упражнения, позволяющие закрепить такие на-
выки устной речи, как продуцирование аргументированного диалога 
(объяснение, рассуждение, комментарий, обобщение, сравнительная 
характеристика) и эффективное участие в многосторонней полемике 
(с акцентом на аргументацию). Важным с методической точки зре-
ния является включение в упражнения, направленные на развитие 
монологической речи (описание характера главных героев), прила-
гательных оценочного характера, охватывающих широкий спектр 
личностных качеств героев, что, в свою очередь, способствует сня-
тию определенных трудностей, как правило, возникающих у студен-
тов при выполнении подобного типа упражнений.  
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J. GALSWORTHY 
( 1867  -  1933 ) 

The works by John Galsworthy describe life and manners of different 
social groups, class conflicts and contradictions, class establishments 
and moves of a person’s soul. We can reveal panorama of life of the 
English society from the Victorian epoch up to the times of his con-
temporaneity.  Among his works are: 14 novels; 17 collected stories 
and essays; 7 volumes of plays, poems; family epic “The Forsyte Sa-
ga” (1906-1921) trilogy; “A Modern Comedy” (1924-1928). John 
Galsworthy got juridical education at Oxford University but he re-
signed law pracrice and fully devoted himself to literature.   In 1932 
he received Nobel Prize in Literature. 

       

                                          THE BROKE! BOOT  

Vocabulary notes 
jauntiness (n.)                           cheerfulness and selfconfidence 
asset (n.)                                   possession having value, one’s   
                                                  property esp. regarded as having  
                                                 value in meeting debts, 
                                                 commitments; useful  quality or  
                                                 person  
atrophy (n.)                               wasting away through under- 
                                                 nourishment or lack of use; 
                                                 emaciation 
getter-up (n.)                             (of amateur theatricals) a person  

 who prepares or organizes smth. 
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to dangle (v.)                         to be loosely suspended, hold or carry  
                                               suspending loosely; to hold out enticingly
                                       (bait, temptation)  
sleek (a.)                                (of hair or skin etc.) smooth and  

                                                 glossy; looking well-fed and 
                                                 comfortable; ingratiating 
to suffuse (v.)                         to spread through out or over 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations .  
Recall the situations from the story. 
1.  to emerge from 
2.  to detain smb. 
3.  to recline backwards 
4.  to be slack 
5.  to account for smth 
6.  to have a topping life 
7.   to nurse smth 
8.   to rehearse on approval   
9.   to cadge for work 
10.  sharpened senses 
11.   to gaze up 
12.   to manage smth 

Questions   (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above)  . 
1. What was Gilbert Caister? Was he on the top of the fame? 
2. Under what circumstances did Gilbert Caister and Gryce Green get 

acquainted ?  
3.  Why was there always a bitter smile on the actor’s face? 
4.  What made Gryce Green invite Gilbert Caister to a restaurant?  
    Why do you think Green was in a hurry to say good-buy to Caister? 
 5. Do you think Gilbert was satisfied with his life? Justify your point  
    of view. 
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Comment on the following: 
1. “A topping life! A dog’s life! Cadging - cadging - cadging for work! 
A life of draughty waiting, of concealed beggary, of terrible depres-
sions, of want of food!”  

        a)What to your mind is the life of an actor, writer, artist, scien-
tist,  
            musician like? 
         b)In your opinion, what are the advantages and disadvantages 
of 
             being famous? Make two lists. 
         c)Do you think the lives of all famous people are affected by 
the  
            points on your lists? Name some people who are. 
 

Characters  :  
a) Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
facts from the story) 
tired of life; disillusioned; strict; severe; proud; cynical; weak-willed; 

pushy; imprudent; reserved; observant; exhausted; failure; greedy; 

unfortunate; romantic; downtrodden; a man of purpose 

 b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points    
1. Which problems do elderly people face? 
2. Which steps would you take not to feel abandoned when growing 

old? 
3. What does fame bring to a person? 

Prepositions 
1. Fixing his monocle, he stopped .... a fishmonger’s and ... faint smile 

... his face regarded a lobster. 
2. He walked ... and became conscious that he had passed a face he 

knew. 
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3. The girl served the cocktails and the caviar looked ...  ... Caister ... 
interested blue eyes. 

4. Oh! Oh! A question ... his own heart. 
5. Silence recalled him ... his rings of smoke. 
6. He stared ... his monocle ... an empty coffee cup. 
 

        K. MA�SFIELD 

( 1888 - 1923) 

K. Mansfield (real name - Kathleen Beauchamp) was born in New 
Zealand, got her second Motherland in Britain and died of tuberculosis 
in France. She worked out the type of a socio-psychological short story 
in English literature. She liked the style of A.Checkov and wrote some 
plays in that manner. Also she translated into English the works by 
L.N. Tolstoy, A.Checkov, M.Gorky. She as well kept a diary that could 
give information on the life of the British society, wrote critical articles 
and essays.  Among her works there are “Prelude” (autobiographical 
story); “in a German Pension” 1911 (collected stories); “The Doll’s 
House”; “Blish and Other Stories”   1920;  “The Garden Party and 
Other Stories” 1922; “The Dove’s Nest and Other Stories” 1923. 
 

A CUP OF TEA 

Vocabulary notes 
to take  (smth)  to pieces                 (not formal) to find fault with  
                                                        (smth) 
to devour smb (v.)                            to eat hungrily or greedily; to take 
in  
                                                        greedily with eyes or ears; to absorb 
                                                        attention of  
to go off (v.)                                     to faint 
to ply smb with smth                        to supply continuously with  
                                                         food or drink  etc. 
to be bowled over                             to be knocked down, (colloq.) 
                                                         to be disobedient, amazed,  
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                                                         exhausted  
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story. 
1. to be well/ill read in ( new books, etc.) 
2. to be well off 
3. to keep smth for smb 
4. to draw back 
5. to skim through smth 
6. to long smth/ to do smth 
7. to help smb off with smth 
8. to do away with smb/ smth 
9. to keep smb against one’s will 

Questions  (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above)  . 
1. Where did Rosemary meet a poor girl? 
2. Why did she invite a complete stranger to her house? 
3. What was the reaction of Rosemary’s husband to the fact that there 

was some poor young lady in the house? 
4. Do you remember what Rosemary did afterwards? 
    What made her do so? 
5. Why do you think Rosemary asked her husband if she was pretty? 
 
Comment on the following: 
1. “Hungry people are easily led.”   

Do you agree with this statement? Justify your point of view. 

2. “The police station! Rosemary laughed out. “Why should I be so 
cruel? No, I only want to make you warm and to hear anything toy 
care to tell me.” 

a) What would have been more cruel: to take the girl to the police 
station or the way Rosemary treated the girl? 

b) What is more human to your mind: to pass by without noticing 
or to set hopes and abandon? 
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c) What would you do if you were: Rosemary; Philip. Explain 
why. 

3. “Good Lord! ... She’s absolutely lovely. Look again, my child, I was 
bowled over when I came into your room just now. However ... I think 
you’re making a mistake. Sorry darling, if I’m crude and all that. But 
let me know if Miss Smith is going to dine with us.” 

a)Why did Philip say it? How does it characterize him? 
4. “... Rosemary said dreamingly: “I saw a fascinating little box today. 
It cost twenty-eight guineas. May I have it?” - “You may, little wasted 
one,” said he....” 

a) Were Rosemary and Philip equal in their marriage or was Ro-
semary regarded more as a child? Why? 

d)  What type of relationship to your mind makes a marriage 
work? 

 
Characters:  
a) Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
facts from the story) 
romantic; practical; naive; unsophisticated; dreamy; egoistic; heart-

less; sensitive; alienated from life; kind-hearted; child-like; sympathet-

ic; light-minded  

 b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 

Talking points: 
1. a) What are the relations between different levels of society? 

b)  Is there a gap between social groups in modern society? Justify 
   your point of view. 

Prepositions 
1. The shopman had been keeping it ... her. 
2. She always took ... her gloves to examine such things. 
3. She was ...   ... the step gazing ... the winter afternoon. 
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4. But ... the very instant a young girl, thin, dark, shadowy (Where had 
she come ...?) - was standing ... Rosemary’s elbow and a voice like a 
sigh, almost like a sob, breathed: “Madam, may I speak ... you a 
moment?” 

5. It wasn’t ... the least the voice ... a beggar. 
6. It was like something ...   ... the novel ... Dostoevsky, this meeting ... 

the dusk. 
7. The big eyes were raised ... him, but Rosemary answered ... her. 
8.  I picked her ...   ... Curzon Street. She’s a real pick ...  . She asked 

me ... a cup ... tea, and I brought her home.... 
 

 

A.CHRISTIE 

( 1891 - 1976) 

Over 50 years Agatha Christie published 68 novels, 17 plays and hun-
dreds of short stories. Her father Frederic Miller (an American by ori-
gin) came to England. Young Agatha didn’t get higher education due to 
financial difficulties. After finishing school she took a course in nurs-
ing and during World War 1 worked in hospitals. She studied pharma-
cy as well. First she was married to an officer, but when she got di-
vorce in 1930 she became a wife to a famous scientist-archaeologist 
Max Mallown and took part in his expedition. She got one of the most 
honorary titles of England - Commander of the British Impire.  She 
created in English literature the characters of Hercule Poirot and Miss 
Marple who not only solve puzzles, but as well study people, their 
psychology, relations, acting and circumstances. Her first novels “The 
Mysterious Affair at Styles” (written 1915, published 1920) and “The 
Murder of Roger Ackroyal” written in 1926 made her prominent detec-
tive writer of her time, and brought her fame. 
 

THE ADVE!TURE OF THE EGYPTIA! TOMB 

Vocabulary notes 
vicinity (n.)                              surrounding district; nearness 
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profound (a.)                             having or showing great  
                                                  knowledge or insight;   requiring 
                                                  much study or thought; deep, intense, 
                                                  far-reaching  
to revive (v.)                              to come or bring back to 
                                                  consciousness or life or  
                                                  strength; to come or bring to 
                                                  existence or use or notice  
hoary (a.)                                  (of hair) white or grey with age  
                                                  having such hair, aged; (of joke) old 
zest (n.)                                     piquancy, stimulating flavour 
                                                 or quality; keen enjoyment or 
                                                  interest 
in vogue                                    in fashion, generally current 
entreaties (n.)                            earnest requests 
to talk through one’s hat            (not formal) to speak foolishly; 
                                                  not to make sense 
to dabble in smth (v.)                 to take casual interest or part (in  
                                                  activity or subject); wet to the full 
to capacity (n.)                          under (mental) strain injury caused  
                                                  by severe demand on mental or 
                                                  physical strength or resources 
to underrate (v.)                         to have too low an opinion of 
to be in the low water                to have ill luck, to be spoken  
                                                  about, connected with scandals 
to go awry                                 to be wrong, amiss 
to have a fit                               (col.) to be greatly surprised or 
                                                  outraged  
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. an investigation into smth 
2. to pursue smth 
3. to come on smth 
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4. to take a hold on (public mind) 
5. to be at one’s service 
6. to be founded on a fact 
7. to credit smb with smth 
8. a man of thirty-odd 
9. to square up things 
10. to do away with smb 
11. to be an authority upon the subject 
12. to take a profound hold on smb/ smth 
13. to tackle smb on the subject  

Questions   (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above)  .  
1. How did Poirot happen to get involved into the investigation of four 

coincidental deaths? 
2. Which impression did Poirot produce on Lady Willard, Dr. Ames, 

Dr. Tosswill? 
3. What made Poirot’s friend puzzle all the time over? 
4. What did Dr. Ames die of? 
5.  What led Poirot to the conclusion that it was Dr. Ames who had ar-

ranged the three deaths?  What made Dr. Ames become a murderer ? 
  
 
Characters  :  
a) Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
facts from the story) 
artful; observant; sceptic; prudent; wise; to be a deep one; to be a 

matter-of-fact person; to foresee; to be a good tactician and strategist  

b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points. 
1. How would you explain a human belief in superstitions? 
2. Do you happen to believe in any? Which ones?  Why? 
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3. What do you think it might feel to be a superstitious person? 
     Which to your mind is better: to have or lack superstitions?  

4.Do you think there is any difference between a belief and a  
   superstition? Justify your point of view. (Give more than two rea-
sons)     

Prepositions 
1. I have always considered that one ... the most thrilling and dramatic 

... the many adventures I have shared ... Poirot was that ... our inves-
tigation ... the strange series of deaths which followed ... the discov-
ery and opening of the Tomb. 

2. Poirot received a brief note ... Lady Willard, widow ... the dead ar-
cheologist, asking him to go and see her ... her house ... Kensington 
Square. 

3. He is so fascinated ... the work that he intends to take his father’s 
place and carry ... the system of excavations. 

4.  I looked ... him ... surprise. I should never have credited Poirot ... 
being superstitious. But the little man was obviously ... earnest. 

5. He duly sent … his cable. 
6. I’ve a good friend I can borrow ...  . 
7. A horrible thought flashed  ...  me. 
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 A.CHRISTIE 

STRA!GE JEST 

Vocabulary notes 
awe (n.)                                        wonder or admiration charged 
                                                     with reverence or fear 
sleuth (n.)                                     detective 
modest (a.)                                   having humble or moderate  
                                                     estimate of one’s own merits;  
                                                     diffident; decorous in manner  
                                                     and conduct; (of demand,  
                                                    statement, etc.) not excessive  
                                                    or exaggerated; unpretentious  
                                                    in appearance, amount, etc. 
hackneyed                                   made commonplace or trite by 
                                                    long overuse 
to buckle down (v.)                     to make determined start 
to chuckle (v.)                             to emit quiet or suppressed laugh;  
                                                   to exult over 
apt (a.)                                        suitable, appropriate; having a 
                                                   tendency; quick-witted 
to be ga - ga                                to be crazy; out of mind  
filthy (a.)                                    extremely or disgustingly dirty; 
                                                   obscene; (of weather) (col.)very 
                                                   unpleasant 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. to make one’s point 
2. to make one’s acquaintance 
3. to fling a glance at smb 
4. to come to the rescue 
5. to sound callous 
6. to be a blow to smb 
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7. to convert smth into smth 
8. to live up to one’s principles 
9. to convey smth to smb 
10. to sharpen one’s wits  
11. to tease smb 
12. to occupy oneself with smth 
13. to fake smth 
14. to take into consideration 
15. to get fun out of doing smth 

Questions  (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. Why was Miss Marple invited to Jane’s party? 
2.  Which impression did Miss Marple produce on the young couple? 

Why? 
3. Describe Uncle Mathew and his ways. 
4. What would he promise Jane and Edward? Did he keep his prom-

ise? 
5. What was hidden in a secret drawer? 
6. Which puzzle did the letters contain? 
7. What made Edward groan?  
 
Comment on the following:   
1. “He kept the money somewhere else (not in the safe) - behind some 
volumes of sermons in the library. He said people never took a book of 
that kind out of the shelf.”   

a) Was he right? Why?  
b) Which to your mind is the best way of keeping money? Justify 

your point of view. 
2. In the very end of the story Miss Marple said: “... that’s just what    
    these old gentlemen who are fond of their jokes never realize.”   
        a)What  did she mean ? Explain your point of view.  
3.  As you remember Uncle Mathew” ... said, “You’ll be all right,       
    my pretty pair of doves.” Then he tapped his eye and winked”  
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    at them...  
        a)Do you think he was inclined to tease them a little? Why?  
        b)Was such attitude characteristic only of the Uncle or is it a  

   usual thing with old people? Justify your point of view.                                                               
 
Characters 
a) Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
facts from the story) 

 
to possess a good sense of humour; to be modest; to know much about 

human nature; to be curious; to take life as a big puzzle; to be kind; to 

be soft-hearted; to be a good actress; to look commonplace; to be 

scrupulous 

 b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points: 
1. Much is said about the gap between the generations; the problems  
    fathers and sons face... What do you think of the relationship be-
tween    
    grandfathers and grandsons? Does such a problem exist?  Justify 
your   
    point of view. 

Prepositions 
1. They had been ... the kitchen garden. They had been ... the little 

woods, where every important tree had been dug... and gazed  sad-
ly... the surface ... the lawn. They had been ...  ... the attic. They had 
been ...   ... the cellars.  

2. As she was stepping ...   ... the bath the mat slipped ...  ... her and she 
had a very nasty fall. 

3. She sat ...   ... the table and methodically worked ... the documents. 
As she replaced each one, she sorted them ... little heaps. When she 
had finished she sat staring ... front ... her ... some minutes. 
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4. He bought rare stamps ... dealers and was careful to “cover his 
tracks”. Uncle Mathew sent ... a favourite niece ... a five - pound 
note ... a Christmas present. 

5. She was annoyed ... his meanness and threw the card ... the fire. 
His feelings ... Uncle Henry had suffered an abrupt and complete. 

 
 

 A.CHRISTIE 

 
THE FOUR SUSPECTS 

 Vocabulary notes  
 

inward (a.)                               directed towards the inside, going in;  
                                                situated within; mental, spiritual  
perpetrator (n.)                        a person who commits or performs             
                                                (blunter, crime, hoax, thing regarded as  
                                                outrageous)  
unmitigated                             not modified; absolute 
bungling (n.)                           mismanagement; failure at (task) bad or    
                                               clumsy work 
platitude (n.)                           commonplace remark, esp. one solemnly     
                                               delivered  
to hit off (v.)                           (not formal) to copy (smb or smth);  say   
                                               exactly what was meant 
contented                                satisfied; willing to be content with 
time and again                        on many occasions   
resentment (n.)                       indignant or bitter feelings 
to elucidate (v.)                      to throw light on, to explain 
to recognize (v.)                     to realize or admit that; to acknowledge 
                                              existence  
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. to hover round smth 
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2. to go unpunished 
3. to commit a crime 
4. to accomplish smth 
5. to come to light 
6. to alter smth 
7. to be at a loss / to pause at a loss 
8. to go to extremes 
9. to do the trick 
10. to cope with smth 
11. to induce smb / to induce smb to do smth 
12. to be at liberty 
13. to do smth without fail 
14. to put smth on smth 
15. to pursue smth 

Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above)  . 
1. What was the subject of conversation? 
2. What happened? 
3. How many people were in the house when the accident took place? 

Why could each of then be suspected? 
4. What kind of person was Dr. Rosen? What made him move to Eng-

land? 
5. What was Charles Templeton? Speak about his background. 
6. What was so peculiar about the letter Dr. Rosen tossed over to the 

secretary? 
7. Who turned out to be the real murderer? 
 
Comment on the following:  
1. “... A lot of people are stupid. And stupid people get found out, 
whatever they do. But there are quite a number of people who aren’t 
stupid, and one shudders to think of what they might accomplish un-
less they had very strongly rooted principles.”  

a) Do you agree? Justify your point of view. 
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2. “...Most people would be only interested in who took the money, 
and it turned out to be the most unlikely person just like in detective 
stories! But the real person it was life and death to was the one who 
had done nothing... Mrs.  Arthur’s innocence was shown. But some 
people may go through a life-time crushed by weight of a suspicion 
that is really unjustified.”  

a) Why are people so often mistaken when judging someone?  
b)  Why do in many cases people judge by appearances and words 
and    
      not by deeds?   
c) How may an unjustified suspicion ruin a person? Give more than 

one reason.  
3. Gretta committed a cold-blooded murder and got off scot-free...   
   a) What do you think of the punishment?  
        Has she been punished yet? Why? What might be her punish-

ment?                                                                   
   b) Are such criminals ever punished? Justify your point of view. 
 
Characters:  
a) Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
facts from the story) 
strict; proud; reserved; observant; greedy; practical; sensitive; roman-

tic; a man of purpose; kind-hearted; sympathetic; to be a deep one; to 

foresee; tactician; strategist; scrupulous; curious; pushy; heartless; 

persistent; not easily frightened; shrewd 

b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points. 
1. The problem of penalty for a crime? Does it exist nowadays? 
2. How can crime be restricted?   
   Which measures would you suggest to improve the situation? 

Prepositions 
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1. When you talk ...  undiscovered crimes and unsolved crimes, you 
are talking ... two different things.   ... the first category come all the 
crimes that Scotland Yard never hears ..., the crimes that no one even 
knows have been committed .  

2. Ninety - nine people ...   ... a hundred are doubtless ... your way ... 
thinking. 

3. They felt differently ... her, and they didn’t leave her...  charge of the 
house when they went ..., which made a great difference ... her, and 
other people began to get a feeling ... her too. And then it suddenly 
came... that it was the governess. 

4. But there’s the other aspect ... the case - the one I was speaking ...  . 
There were four people who might have done the trick. One’s guilty, 
but the other three are innocent. And unless the truth is found ..., 
those three are going to remain ... the terrible shadow ... doubt. 

5. The thing started quite suddenly ... the war and spread ... an amazing 
extent. Numberless people were victimized ... it. The authorities 
were not successful ... coping ... it. 

6. I have done what I set ... to do. The organization can never be gotten 
together. But there are many members ... it... liberty. 

7. Life went... peacefully at King’s Gnaton ... five months and then the 
blow fell. Dr. Rosen fell ... the stairs one morning and was found 
dead ... half an hour later. 
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A.CHRISTIE 

ACCIDE!T 

Vocabulary notes 
vehement (a.)                           showing or caused by strong 
                                                 feeling, ardent 
C.I.D.                                       Criminal Investigation Department  
motto (n.)                                 maxim adopted as rule of conduct; 
                                                 phrase or sentence accompanying  
                                                 coat of arms; sentence inscribed on  
                                                object; verses etc. in paper cracker  
to bar (v.)                                 to exclude from consideration 
harrowing                                distressing greatly 
rueful (a.)                               expressing sorrow, genuine or  
                                               humorously affected 
solicitude (n.)                         being anxious or concerned; eager  
                                               to do something, desirous of 
amicably (adv.)                       in  a friendly manner, showing  
                                               friendly feeling 
placid (a.)                               calm, peaceful; not easily disturbed 
contented                                satisfied; willing to be content with 
defiant (a.)                              showing open disobedience, bold 
                                               resistance 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. to be jubilant 
2. to be a wide-awake person  
3. to acquit smb of smth 
4. to give a verdict on the evidence 
5. the thing’s over and done with 
6. to take smth up 
7. to be in one’s line 
8. to be content with smth 
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9. to exert one’s authority to do smth 
10. to give way 
11. to attain smth 
12. to arrest smb red-handed 
13. to make a slip 

Questions  (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. What made the ex-Inspector Evans turn to Mrs Anthony’s case 

again? 
2. Why did he become suspicious of Mrs. Merrowdene? 
3. What was the ex-Inspector’s aim? 
4. What kind of woman was she? 
5. Why do you think Mr. Evans found himself at fortune - teller’s? 
6.   Why did Mr. Evans make a mistake the result of which was death? 
 
Comment on the following:  
1. “Mrs. Merrowden at one time of her life was unfortunate enough to 
be tried and acquitted of murder ...   .  The thing’s over and done 
with.., it’s none of our business to take it up...”   
a) Do you agree with the statement that if something is over and done 

with it’s better not to take it up? Justify your point of view. 
2. Do you agree that “A murderer is seldom content with one crime. 
Give him time and a lack of suspicion and he’ll commit another”? 
Why?(Give more than one reason) 
3. “She sat there a minute longer looking at the dead man, the third 
man who had threatened to cross her path and separate her from the 
man she loved...”   

       a) Do you think a person should fight for his happiness?  
 

 
 
 
Characters 
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a) Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
facts from the story) 
gentle and kindly in manner; absent-minded; practical; superstitious; 

independent; selfish; to have self-command; jubilant; persistent; 

pushy; a person of lightning rapidity of thought and action;  

a wide-awake person 

 
b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story.      
 
Talking points  
1.  Some people think that “the aim justifies the means”. 
   Do you agree with that?  In which case might it be accepted? 

Give reasons. 
2.  Explain the meaning of the saying: “The Road to Hell is paved with       
   good intentions”? 

Prepositions 
1.  “Acting ... information received” - had been his motto ... early days, 

and he had improved... it ... the extent ... finding ... his own informa-
tion. 

2. Even now, when he had retired ... the force, and had settled …  ... 
the country cottage … his dreams, his professional instinct was still 
active. 

3. Anthony was ... the habit ... taking arsenic. His wife got it ... him.  
One day ... mistake, he takes far too much. Was the mistake his or 
his wife’s? Nobody could tell, and the jury very properly gave her 
the benefit ... the doubt. I’m not finding fault ... it, but I’d like to 
know. 

4. I’m coming ... the point. That’s all right if there’s a past to look ... . 
But suppose you catch your murderer ... his or her first crime? Then 
the test will be one ... which you get no reaction. But the prisoner 
acquitted- starting life ... another name. Will or will not the murderer 
repeat the crime? 
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5. The guileless George Merrowden hardly realized how it came ... that 
he and the ex-Inspector were strolling ... the village together, and 
still less could he have said how it came ... that the conversation 
should come ...   ... the subject of his life insurance. 

 
 

D. H. LAWRE�CE 

( 1885 - 1930 ) 

The son of a miner Lawrence kept loyalty of a toiler to England, its 
language and culture. His style is a mixture of tough realism, psycho-
logical game and symbolism. His hero is a simple person with a com-
plicated personality, quick on the uptake and opens to struggle and 
passion. Lawrence was the first to raise the problem of ecological cri-
sis, nature destruction, disintegration of links between the nature and 
mankind, and the harm industrialization brings.  His works are: anima-
listic and natural philosophy poetry, novels “Sons and Lovers” 1913; 
“The Rainbow”1915; “Woman in Love” 1920, “Lady Chatterley’s 
Lover” 1928; short stories, essays, critical articles, a book of stories 
“England, My England” 1922. 
 

THE HORSE DEALER’S DAUGHTER 

Vocabulary notes 
callous (a.)                                  unfeeling, insensitive 
draught-horse                              horse used for pulling heavy  
                                                    loads, cart, plough, etc. 
subjection (n.)                             process of making obedient,  
                                                    putting under control 
turmoil (n.)                                  din and bustle and confusion 
to retrieve (v.)                             to regain possession of, to recover by 
                                                   investigation or effort of memory; 
                                                   to find again 
penury (n.)                                 destitution, poverty; lack or  
                                                   scarcity 
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to demean (v.)                            to lower the dignity of  
to mesmerize (v.)                        to hypnotize; to fascinate, to spellbind 
drudgery (n.)                              dull, laborious, or menial  work 
craving (n.)                                great desire for 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. desultory / to be desultory 
2. to do away with smth 
3. to hold smb in subjection 
4. to carry oneself with a well-tempted air of mastery 
5. to do smth in exasperation 
6. to avert 
7. to be a coarse man 
8. to cast about smth 
9. to have an associate 
10. to do smth hastily / to do smth in a haste 
11. to gratify 

Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. What is your opinion of Joseph Pervin? 
2. What happened with the Pervins (after his death)? 
3. What was the result of the consultation? Why? 
4. How can you explain Mabel’s impassive behaviour? 
    Where did she feel free and secure? 
5. What do you know about Jack Fergussow?  
     What help did he render to Mabel and what made him do it? 
6. How did Mabel react to her rescue? 
7. What do you think the end might be?   
 
 
Characters  
a) Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize  
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     the main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated 
     by the facts from the story) 
apathetic; indifferent (to); to have a lethargic temperament; to know 

on which side one’s bread is buttered; sullen; taciturn; a man of few 

words; shy; hesitant; tolerant; self-confident; persistent; misunders-

tood; a person of flaming nature; grateful; bashful; not easily frigh-

tened 

 b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points   
1. Comment on the following: “Appearances are deceptive”.  

 Do you agree with this statement? Justify your point of view. 
2. How can you explain relations, behavior in the family?  

 Could it be another way? Give reasons. 

Prepositions    
1. The consultation amounted ... nothing. They were all frightened ... 

the collapse ... their lives and reflected vaguely ... their own condi-
tion. 

2. Now he watched the horses ... a glazed look  ...  helplessness ... his 
eyes. The cavalcade moved ...  ... sight ... the lane. 

3. Luckily he was engaged ... a woman as old as himself. 
4. If I was her, I should go...   ... training ... a nurse. 
5. You’ll have to make ... your mind ... now and Wednesday. 
6. He hurried to attend ... the outpatients. He had always been con-

cerned ... the patients. He had never been patient ... any doctor. 
7. She lived  ... the memory ... her mother, who had died when she was 

fourteen. 
8. Nothing but work. It wore him ..., but ... the same time he had a 

craving ... it. It was a stimulant ... him to be ... the homes of the 
working people.    
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D. H. LAWRE�CE 

YOU TOUCHED ME 

Vocabulary notes 
 collier (n.)                            coal-miner; coal ship, member of its crew 
 subtle (a.)                             hard to detect or describe, fine or delicate; 
                                              ingenious, clever 
to play truant                         to miss lessons 
armistice (n.)                         stopping of hostilities; truce  
mortification (n.)                   humiliation, wounded feelings 
crony (n.)                              close friend 
clairvoyant (a.)                     a person who has faculty of  
                                             seeing mentally things or events 
                                             in the future or out of sight 
at bay                                            unable to escape, cornered 
to rave (v.)                                     to talk wildly or furiously (as) in  
                                                      delirium; to speak with rapturous  
                                                      admiration  
avail (n.)                                        use, profit 
despised                                        regarded as inferior or worthless 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. to sneeze at smb / smth 
2. to adopt smb 
3. to regard smb with (indifference) 
4. to keep touch with  
5. a flutter; to make a flutter 
6. to be aloof 
7. to talk away 
8. to be on a level 
9. to confide in smb 
10. to persecute 
11. to take notice of smb / smth 
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12. to be at one’s mercy 

Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. What kind of place did the Rockley family live in? 
2. What do you know about the Rockley family? 
3. Why did Mr. Rockley adopt the boy? 
     How did Mr. Rockley’s daughters take Hardrian?  And Why? 
4. What did Hadrian do at the age of 15? 
5. Had he changed since he left the Rockleys? 
    What were his prospects? 
6. How did he come to marry Matilda? 
7. How can you explain Mr. Rockley’s actions? 
8. Do you think the young couple will stay at the Pottery House? 
    Justify your point of view. 
 
Characters  
a) Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
main 
    heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the facts 
    from the story) 
ambitious; dexterous; business - like; a man short of speech; shrewd; 

independent; consistent; strong - natured; sneering; prudent; re-

strained; arrogant; refined; competent; exquisite; self-controlled; ju-

dicious; hair-trigger 

b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points    
4.1.   Can love and money be combined?   

What about Hadrian: did he have such a choice?  
Was his feeling sincere? 

4.2.  Adopted children      
         a) ... is it a problem of taking and treatment? Give reasons. 

b)  Which problems do parents face when they adopt a child? 
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Prepositions   
1. He had a passion ... music. As his girls grew, he felt angry ... finding 

himself always ... a household ... women. 
2. ... last he departed, going ... Canada ... the protection ... the institu-

tion ... which he had belonged. 
3. Cousin Matilda blushed deep ... mortification when the self - pos-

sessed young man walked ... . 
4. “You don’t want to be prejudiced ... him,” said Matilda. 
5. … the second day  ...   Hadrian’s arrival, Matilda sat ... her father ... 

the evening. She was drawing a picture which she wanted to copy. It 
was very still. 

6. I haven’t put his name ... the will. 
7. He turned his back ... her, to think. It had not occurred ... him that 

they would think he was ... the money. He did want the money - bad-
ly. But he knew ... his subtle, calculating way, that it was not ... the 
money he wanted Matilda. 

8. Emmie seemed like a fighter ready to fight ... the death. 
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D. H. LAWRE�CE 

 
                             THE   LOVELY   LADY    

Vocabulary notes 
haggard (a.)                                 looking exhausted and  
                                                    distraught from prolonged worry etc. 
exquisite                                     (a.) extremely beautiful or delicate; 
                                                    highly sensitive; acute, keen   

(n.) person of refined (esp. affected) 
 tastes 

barrister (n.)                               person entitled to practise as advocate 
                                                   in higher courts 
mortification (n.)                        humiliation 
to loathe (v.)                               to regard with hatred and disgust 
qualm (n.)                                  misgiving, uneasy doubt, scruple of 
                                                  conscience; momentary faint or sick 
                                                  feeling 
chagrin (n.)                                feeling of acute annoyance or 
                                                  disappointment 
to frustrate (v.)                          to make (efforts) ineffective ; to prevent  
                                                  (person) from achieving purpose 
haughty (a.)                               arrogantly self-admiring and  
                                                  disdainful 
to eavesdrop (v.)                        to listen secretly to a private 
                                                  conversation 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. to give smb away 
2. will-power 
3. to be subtly mocking 
4. to keep up smth 
5. to seclude 
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6. to deal in smth (pictures and furniture) 
7. to get used to doing smth / to get used to smth 
8. to be overshadowed by smb/ smth 
9. to give vent to smth 
10. to be / seem on edge 
11. to fetch glances at smb / smth 

Questions(when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above)  . 
1. What kind of family were the three people? 
2. What kind of “ideal life” did Pauline lead? 
3. What was her secret of everlasting youth? 
4. How did Cecilia find out Pauline’s thoughts and qualms?                                

What were they? What were Cecilia’s actions on her findings? 
5. How did Robert change and why? 
6. What do you think of his mother? 
    What did the author mean by describing Pauline as “a lovely lady”? 
7. What was the end of the “game”? 
8.  What do you think of Cecilia’s “policy”? 
 
Characters   
a) Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
    main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by 
    the facts from the story) 
cold-hearted; egoistic; powerful; authoritative; self-satisfied; menda-

cious; a woman of airs and graces; haughty; inventive; vivid-natured; 

ambitious; slippery person; suave; showy; smooth-tongued; malicious; 

weak-willed; suggestible; hesitant; pigeon-hearted; trouble-making 

b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
 
 
 Talking points: 
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1. What attitude should parents adopt in the life of their children? Jus-
tify  
    your point of view? 
2. Which is more right: to let children go on their own or keep them at 

side? Give reasons. 
3. Is it worth trying to hide your age? In what way? 

Prepositions   
1. She was the daughter ... a brother ... Roland, Aunt Pauline’s brother, 

and Aunt Pauline had had charge ... Ciss ... the last five years.  
2. He had started a study in this direction ... coming across a report of 

trail ... two English sailors ... murder, and he had gone ..., when the 
next document was an accusation ... a Don Miguel Estrada ... seduc-
ing one of the nuns. 

3. ... candle light she looked a Spanish beauty of thirty-two or three. 
4. She stared ... her aunt ... her cousin and ... again. 
5. The strange sympathy of the young ... one another, when they are 

overshadowed ... the old, was one of the bonds ... Robert and Ciss. 
6. Ciss was not blind ... the eyes which he fixed ... his mother, eyes 

fascinated yet humiliated, full of shame. 
7. She played the piano ... love ... it. 
8. She rushed ... the meal like a crazy dog. 
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W. WOOLF 

( 1882 - 1941 ) 

One of the educated women of the epoch Virginia Woolf is known as a 
writer, a critic, a master of the essay (“The Common Reader” 1925; 
1932), member and the soul of the “Bloomsbery” group (after the 
name of a region in London); her prose, diaries and literary (corres-
pondence) letters make a certain part of English literature heredity. 
Novels “Jacob’s Room” 1922; “Mrs. Dalloway” 1925; “To the Ligh-
thouse” 1927; “The Waves” 1931). Considering the traditional manner 
out-of-dated and trivial (though one of her novels “Between the Acts” 
1941 was written in accordance with classical rules), Virginia Woolf 
gave proof of a new style - depiction of cause and effect relationship 
between man and his environment. And sometimes it’s difficult for the 
Reader to get that irony, social psychological implication, the comedy 
of dispositions and the tragedy of fates that her works are full of. 

 

THE    LEGACY 

Vocabulary notes 
token (n.)                                a sign or signal of smth 
to intrude (v.)                          to force or come uninvited or unwanted 
random (n.)                             made or done without method or  
                                               conscious choice without aim or purpose 
                                               or principle 
constituency (n.)                     body of voters who elect a  
                                               representative; area so represented 
ignorant (a.)                           lacking knowledge; uninformed 
to banter (v.)                          to tease, to make fun of 
candour (n.)                           to candid behaviour or quality, frankness 
to clench (v.)                          to close (teeth, fingers) tightly; to grasp 
                                              firmly 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
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1. to take up smth 
2. to punch upon smth 
3. to take smth for granted 
4. to be trustworthy 
5. to value smth 
6. to be devoted to smb / smth 
7. to stand for smth (Parliament) 
8. to speculate upon smth  
9. to pluck up smth (courage) 
10. to be bound to do smth 
11. to have the sense to do smth 
12. to abuse smb of smth / an abuse of smb 
13. to have the impertinence to do smth 
14. to implore smb to do smth 

Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. What things did Gilbert Clandon find in his wife’s drawing - room? 
2. Speak about Sissy Miller? Why was Miss Miller in mooring? 
3. What was left for Sissy Miller as a token of Angela’s affection? 
4.  Why was it a pearl brooch, not a sum of money or a typewriter? 
     What was left for Angela’s husband? Why? 
 
Comment on the following:  
4.1. There’s a sentence in the story : “Politics was a gamble, but this 
      game was not over yet...”                        

a)What is a “gamble”?  Do you agree with the statement that  
      “politics is a gamble”? Justify your point of view.                                                     

b)  How does this characterize Gilbert Clandon?   
4.2.“Every friend had been left some little token of her affection”   

a) How does it characterize Angela? 
4.3. G. Clandon and B.M.  

a) Why do you think the author when introducing the only two  
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men in the story used for one a full name which sounds rather 
long “Gilbert Clandon” and for the other only abbreviation 
“B.M.” or the pronoun “he”?  

b)  Speak on their political views and contradictions. 
4.4. “... One of the delights of travelling with Angela had been that she 
was so eager to learn. She was so terribly ignorant, she used to say, as 
if that were not one of her charms...”   

       a) Do you think to have charm a woman should be ignorant?    
    Prove your point of view.  

b) Do you think Angela was that ignorant as she used to say? 
 Why? 

4.5. “She had stepped off the kerb to rejoin her lover. She had stepped 
off  
        the kerb to escape from him”. 

           a) What do you think Angela was trying to escape from? 
       b) Why did she commit a suicide? Give more than two reasons. 

c) Do you think B.M. really loved Angela? Prove your point 

  of view. Why did he make her kill herself? 

 4.6. What did the author mean by “He had received his legacy”? 

 4.7. What did the author mean by the title of the story?  
 
Characters   
a)Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
    main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by 
    the facts from the story) 
trustworthy; ignorant; sympathetic; romantic; realistic; straightfor-

ward; soft-hearted; egoistic; rude; calculating; naive; idle; aimless 

b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points    
1.  Relations in the family: 
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a) Do you think there should be any secrets between its members?  
b) What is a role of the wife in her husband’s career? 
c) Should people stay together if they understood there’s no love 

left? 

Prepositions   
1. She had stepped ... the kerb to rejoin her lover. 
2. He had always taken it ... granted. 
3. She had given him no chance to pull ...  . 
4. She was ... no need ... financial assistance. 
5. “Gilbert”, he read, opening it... random. 
6. That first year he had been standing ... Parliament. 
7. He paused here to speculate ... what might have been. 
8. She was scarcely distinguishable ... any other woman. 
 

  
W.S. MAUGHAM 

( 1877 - 1965 ) 

W.S. Maugham lived a long and interesting life, travelled all over the 
world and met a lot of people. We know him as a short-story writer, as 
a novelist and a playwright who created a so called “well-made play” 
based on a through intrigue and flexible dialogues. Laconic style and 
enthralling plot, inner logic, relaxed narrating and calm intonation of 
the teller leave conclusions up to the reader. Each short story besides 
its own subject has one main question which S. Maugham couldn’t 
find the answer to - “What do people live for?” Among his works there 
are: collected stories: “The Cosmopolitans”; “Very Short Stories” 
1936; “The Mixture as Before” 1940; “Creatures of Circumstance” 
1947; novels: “Of Human Bondage” 1915; “The Moon and Sixpence” 
1919; “The Painted Veil” 1925; “Cakes and Ale” 1930; “Theater” 
1937; “The Summing Up” 1938. 
 

THE   CASUAL   AFFAIR 

Vocabulary notes 
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to divert (v.)                       to turn aside, deflect; distract (attention); 
                                           to entertain or amuse 
to rough (v.)                        to sketch in, to shape or plan out 
demeanour (n.)                   bearing, outward behaviour 
to chaff (v.)                         to tease, to banter 
to make a splash (v.)           to attract much attention 
swell (n.)                            (col.) person of distinction or of dashing 
                                            or fashionable appearance 
to see about (v.)                   to attend to 
to let out a room                   to put out to rent or to contract 
to corroborate (v.)                to confirm or give support to (person, 
                                            statement, belief) 
to have a down on smb        to hold in disfavour 
prudent (a.)                          (of a person or conduct) showing 
                                            care and foresight; circumspect,  
                                            discreet 
conceit (n.)                          excessive pride in oneself 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. to tell the story in the first person 
2. to think smb wrong/ right 
3. to put smb up 
4. to keep up smth 
5. to take fancy to smb 
6. to perform one’s duties 
7. to keep an eye on smb / smth 
8. to point smb / smth out to smb 
9. to ascribe to smb smth 
10. to be indiscreet 
11. to make inquiries 
12. to be nothing but skin and bone 
13. to put up with smth 
14. to be as cool as cucumber 
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Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. What was the place like where the writer had to spend some time? 
2. Speak about the District Officer and his family. 
3. What was Lady Kastellan like? What was her social position? 
4. Why did Mr. Low have to go to Selangor? 
   What could be the reasons for the man’s death? 
5. What parcel did Arthur Low find there? 
6. What was the real name of the dead man? How did Mr. Low find it 
    out? 
7. What was Lady Kastellan’s reaction to the news of Jack’s death? 
8. Why did Jack Almond throw up his career so suddenly? 
 
Comment on the following:   
1. “Jack Almond sacrificed everything for nothing”.   
a) How do you understand the writer’s words? What is meant here by 
“everything” and “nothing”? Do you think such an event may take 
place in real life? 
b) Can you justify Jack’s action? Why? (Give reasons) 

What was “nothing” to him? 

2.What might make Lord Kastellan decide to forgive his wife in 
   spite of her infidelity? Give more than one reason. 
3. Did Lady Kastellan love Jack Almond? Justify your point of view. 

 What might have happened if Lady Kastellan had left her husband? 
      
Characters  
a)Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
    main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
    facts from the story) 
modest; devoted; persistent ;decent; yielding; ambitious; psychologist; 

lyric; prosaist; pedantic; a cool character; open-hearted; reserved; 

prudent; calculating; rational; hypocrite 

b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
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Talking points   
1. What can make a person sacrify his career, life, happiness? 
    How much should a person sacrify? 
2. Is it worthy at all to make sacrifice? 
    What qualities does it require to take such a step? 

Prepositions  
1.  They were glad to see me, especially Mrs. Low, ...   ... nothing 

much to do but keep an eye ... the house and the children she was 
thrown very much ... her own resources. 

2.  ... the evening ... my arrival they gave a dinner-party ... which the 
official population, the doctor, the schoolmaster were invited, but ... 
the following evening the three ... us dined ... ourselves.  ... the din-
ner-party the guests had brought their house-boys to help, but that 
night we were waited ...   ... the Lows’ one boy and my travelling 
servant. They brought ... the coffee and left us ... ourselves. 

3.  The door was opened ... a middle - aged Chinese woman and I saw 
that her face was all bloated ... weeping. She didn’t say anything, 
but made way ... us to pass. It wasn’t much more than a cubby - 
hole ... the roof; there was a small window that looked ... the street. 
There wasn’t any furniture except a deal table and a kitchen chair ... 
a broken back. 

4.  ... all I knew Kastellan was ... love ... his wife and he may have 
been teased ... a very natural jealousy. But he was a proud man, de-
ficient ... humour. He feared ridicule. The role ... the deceived hus-
band is difficult to play... . 

                               
 

W.S. MAUGHAM 

THE LOTUS EATER  �  

                                                   
�    Lotophagi [                       ] –  
1.лотофарг, человек, оторванный от жизни 
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Vocabulary notes 
lot (n.)                               person’ s  destiny, fortune, or condition 
to conclude (v.)                 to bring or come to an end; to arrange, 
                                          to settle finally (treaty etc.); to draw  
                                          conclusion 
to overlook (v.)                  to fail to notice, to ignore; to have view of 
                                          from above; to supervise 
knave (n.)                          unprincipled or dishonest person; jack in 
                                          playing - cards 
to impart (v.)                      to give share of (thing to); to communicate 
                                          (news etc. to)  
to be cut up (v.)                  to be greatly distressed 
cautious (a.)                       (col.)surprising or amusing 
gratuity (n.)                        money given in recognition of services 
annuity (n.)                         yearly grant or allowance; investment 
                                           yielding fixed annual sum 
                                                  
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. to go backwards and forwards 
2. to take smth into one’s hands 
3. to have a notion 
4. to confine in smb/ smth 
5. (   to be intent on smth 
6.  to stroll 
7.  to retire on an income from smth 
8.  to be in the habit of doing smth 
9.  to remark  on smth 
10. to be of average intelligence 
11. to have a look round 
12. to call it a day 

                                                                                                                                                                

2.  праздный мечтатель; человек, живущий в свое удовольствие 
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Questions  (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. Why did Wilson decide to spend all his life on Capri? 
2. What is Wilson’s attitude to work and life?  
3. Thomas Wilson was not rich enough to afford to buy an annuity to 

last the rest of his life. What did he do to arrange a pleasant life? 
4. What was he going to do if he lived longer than sixty? 
5. What did the writer learn about Wilson when he visited Capri again? 
6. How does the story end? Find the sentence summing up the story. 
    Explain the title of the story. 
 
Comment on the following:      
1. “Most people, the vast majority in fact, lead the lives that circums-
tances have thrust upon them, and think that if things had been differ-
ent they might have made a much better showing.., if not with serenity 
at all events with  resignation”.  
a) What is more common in life: a person creates his own life or he is 
dependent on circumstances? Justify your point of view.  
b) Is there anything in your life you would like to alter if it were  
possible? Why?  Do you think it would be fair? 
c) What do you think makes people think that they might have acted 
differently, had they been given another chance? (Give more than one 
reason) 

2. “Leisure,” he said. “If people only knew! It’s the most priceless 
thing a man can have and they’re such fools they don’t even know it’s 
something to aim at. Work? They work for work’s sake. They haven’t 
got the brains to realize that the only object of work is to obtain lei-
sure”. 
a) What is leisure as you see it?  
b) What for should a man work? Justify your point of view. 
3. “The will needs obstacles in order to exercise its power; when it is 
never thwarted, when no effort is needed to achieve one’s desires, be-
cause one has placed one’s desires only in the things that can be ob-
tained by stretching out one’s hand, the will grows impotent.”  
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a) Do you agree? Speak on the connection between will, courage 
and obstacles and difficulties.  

b) Are there to your mind any other circumstances under which the 
will grows impotent? (Name at least two) Justify your point of view. 
4. “I think on the whole we all get what we deserve... But that doesn’t 
prevent its being rather horrible.” 
a) Do you agree with the author? What makes you think so? 
             
Characters   
a)Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
    main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by 
    the facts from the story) 
reserved; indifferent; amicable; polite; not verbal; commonplace; 

egoistic; modest; weak; extraordinary; selfish; worthless; industrious; 

disillusioned; cynical; alienated from  life; sullen; hesitant; shrewd; 

strong-natured; slippery person 

b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points 

1. How should people take life and its blows? 

2. What should people value in their life? 

    What do you think the main values are? 

Prepositions 
1. The man was sitting ... the parapet ... his back ... us. He had a blue 

shirt... . 
2. I fell ... love ... place ... first sight. 
3. Wine has the effect ... some people ... making them indulge ... gen-

eral reflections. 
4. When I looked ... those two great rocks sticking ...   ...   the water ... 

the moon ... them, I said ... myself, why should I go back? 
5. I wasn’t sure if I was justified ... not working like everybody else. 
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6.  ... your place I should have stayed ...   ... the bank till I was entitled 
... my pension. 

7. The year after war broke...  . 
8. It didn’t at all go ... his face. 
 
 
 

W.S. MAUGHAM 

RED 

Vocabulary notes 
copra (n.)                                 dried coconut-kernels 
primeval (a.)                            of the earliest times of the world 
bungalow (n.)                          a house without any upstairs rooms 
queer (a.)                                 strange, eccentric 
smallpox (n.)                           a former contagious desease with  
                                                spots that often left bad scars on the  
                                                skin 
taciturn (a.)                             saying very little 
to allot (v.)                              to distribute portions, jobs etc. to  
                                               different people 
to bewilder (v.)                       to puzzle someone hopelessly 
 
man-of-war (n.)                      warship 
intolerable (a.)                        unbearable 
to yield (v.)                              to surrender, to do what is asked or  
                                                ordered 
anguish (n.)                             severe suffering; great sorrow pain 
haphazard (a.)                         done or chosen at random 
 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. to get smth/ smb through smth 
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2. to count on smth / doing smth 
3. to be used to doing smth 
4. to resign smb to doing smth/ smth 
5. to induce smb to do smth 
6. to feel well at ease 
7. to be intent on doing smth 
8. to allot to smb 
9. to pass into darkness 
10. to have a catch at one’s heart 
11. to fall away 
12. to be content to do smth 
 

Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. Where does the story take place? 
2. Why did the skipper decide to go ashore? 
3. What was the main reason for Neilson to stay on the island? 
4. Why did Red find himself on board some English ship?                                  

Were there any other reasons? 
5. What happened to Sally after Red’s disappearance? 
 
6. Whom did the skipper turn out to be? 
7. Neilson said he had to go home. Was it really so? What do you 
    expect to happen next? 
 
Comment on the following:      
1. “It seems to me that places where men have loved or suffered keep 
about them always some faint aroma of something that has not wholly 
died. It is as though they had acquired a spiritual significance which 
mysteriously affects those who pass...” 

a) Do you agree that some places do influence people or is it a mere 
trick of imagination? Give reasons. 

2.“They say that happy people have no history, and certainly a 
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happy love has none...” 
a) Do you agree with this statement? Justify your point of view. 
b) Why do you think a happy person very seldom is capable of creat-
ing anything outstanding, extraordinary, a masterpiece?  
c) Should a talent be put under extremes to acquire creative impulse? 
Justify your point of view. 
3.“ His love became a prison from which he longed to escape, but he  
  hadn’t the strength merely to open the door - that was all it needed - 
  and walk out into the open air....”  
a)  Is it possible for love to become a prison? Give reasons. 
b) Why do you think people sometimes lack the strength to face and 
      accept the failure?  
c) What did the author mean by “to open the door and walk out into 

the open air”? 
4. “The tragedy of love is not death or separation. ... The tragedy of 
love is indifference.” 
a) Do you agree? Justify your point of view. 
5. There are two stories in one: a legend and a Neilson story.   
a) Which one do you think is more important? Give reasons. 
6. There’s a sentence in the story: “ The Gods had played him a cruel  

trick...”  
a) What might it be?  
b) What do you think the author of the  story wanted to stress on by 

 saying so? Give reasons.  
       
Characters  

a) Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
    main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
facts from the story) 
to be a sentimentalist; sceptic; egoistic; naive; devoted; jealous; cyni-

cal; light-minded; barbaric; cruel; reserved; passionate; tender; flip-

pant; generous; sympathetic; pure; to have energetic mind; romantic; 

queer; dull; melodramatic; wise; ironical 
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b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
 Talking points 

1. Myth and Reality... Is it possible to make any myth real? 
2. Is it possible to restore the feelings you have already lived through? 
3. Why do people sometimes tend to escape from reality? 

Prepositions      
1. Now drink, my friend. Don’t let the nonsense I talk interfere ... you. 
2. He was silent an instant and looked ... the captain ... eyes ... which 

there was a sudden perplexity. 
3. A man can’t figure ... remembering all the folk he meets ... a while 

like that (period of thirty years). 
4. Neilson, smoking a cigar, leaned ...  ... his chair and looked vacant-

ly ... the ring of smoke which floated ... the still air. 
5. They called him Red ... account of his flaming hair. 
6. The boy imitated the zest ... which he blew a great cloud of smoke 

... his mouth. 
7. It was when he first came to the island, a sick man, trying to resign 

himself ... the loss of the career which had fired his imagination ... 
ambitious thought. 

8. ... many years now they had lived together bound ... the ties of ha-
bit and convenience, and it was ... smile that he looked ...  ... his old 
passion. 

 
 

W.S. MAUGHAM 

MR.  K!OW - ALL 

Vocabulary notes 
berth (n.)                                 a sleeping -place on a ship or train 
patron (n.)                               someone who supports a person or 
                                                cause with money or encouragement                                                  
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lustrous (a.)                             bright, brilliant 
to betray (v.)                            to reveal smth that should have been 
                                                 kept secret 
pal (n.)                                     informal a friend 
to exasperate (v.)                     to annoy smb greatly 
mixer (n.)                                 very sociable and communicative 
                                                 person 
jovial (a.)                                 cheerful and good-humoured 
vanity (n.)                                conceit; being vain 
loquacious (a.)                         talkative 
acrimonious (a.)                      (of a person’s manner or words)  
                                                sharp and bad-tempered or bitter 
demeanour (n.)                         a person’s behaviour or manner 
to diminish (v.)                        to make or become smaller 
errand (n.)                               a short journey to take a message or 
                                               fetch goods etc.  
to undo (v.)                             to unfasten; to unwrap 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. to put up with smth 
2. to look upon smth 
3. to be chatty 
4. to put on airs 
5. to snub smb 
6. to run smth 
7. to have smb at one’s mercy 
8. to bring smb round to smth 
9. to tell smth with half an eye 
10. to bet a sum of money (smth) on smth 
11. to take one’s word for smth 
12. to make an effort over oneself 
13. to be caught out 
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Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. Where does the story take place? 
2. Why was the writer prepared to dislike Max Kelada before meeting 

him? 
3.  Why do you think Mr. Kelada turned out to be the best hated man 

in the ship? 
4. What was the heated argument between Mr. Ramsay and Mr. Kelada 

about? 
5. What prevented Mr. Kelada from telling everybody the truth? 
6. Why do you think such a person as Mr. Kelada could let be made to 

look a perfect fool? 
7. What was the writer’s attitude to Mr. Kelada in the end of the story? 
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Characters  
a) Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
facts from the story) 
hearty; jovial; loquacious; argumentative; exuberant; chatty; impres-

sive; intolerable; overweening; dogmatic; acrimonious; cunning; 

modest; egoistic; decent; upstart; bumptious 

b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points:      
1. Someone once said “appearances are sometimes deceptive”... 
a) Do you agree that some places do influence people or is it a mere 
     trick of imagination? Give reasons. 
2. We judge people by their actions...   Does this principle always 
work? 
     Are there any other ways to estimate a person’s character? 
3. Have you ever met a Mr. Know-All in your life? 
     What do you think about this kind of people? 
 
Prepositions 
1. To prove it, Mr. Kelada took ...   ... his pocket a passport and airily 

waved it ... my nose. 
2. I cannot help feeling that it is seemly ... a total stranger to put “Mis-

ter” ... my name when addresses me. 
3. I had put ... the cards, but now, thinking that ... this first occasion our 

conversation had lasted long enough, I went ...  ... my game. 
4. He was ... his way back to resume his post, having been ... a flying 

visit to New York to fetch his wife who had been spending a year ... 
home. 

5. The story spread ... the ship as stories do, and he had to put ...  ... a 
good deal of chaff that evening. 

6. She was staring ... him ... wide and terrified eyes. 
7. He reached ...  ... his pocket and carefully put ... it the hundred-dollar 

note. 
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G.K.CHESTERTO� 

(1874 - 1936) 
G.K. Chesterton both in his life and in his work set an example of the 
“unity of opposites” principle. He tried every literary genre. His works 
are full of eccentric, original ideas, of paradoxes and brilliant wit. He 
wrote poems, phantasmagoric novels (“The Napoleon of Notting Hill” 
1904; “The Man Who Was Thursday - A Nightmare” 1908; “The Fly-
ing Inn” 1914); essays and short stories (“The Club of Queer Trades”; 
“Heretics”; “What’s Wrong with the World”). Chesterton created the 
character of a detective in soutane - Father Brown (“The Wisdom of 
Father Brown”). 
  

THE FLYI!G STARS 

Vocabulary notes 
beyond conjecture                   unimaginable 
ample(a.)                                 plentiful, extensive; enough or more 
                                                than enough; (esp. of person) large, stout 
rough man                               hooligan 
acquisition (n.)                         thing acquired, esp. when useful 
sleight-of-hand (n.)                  dexterity, conjuring 
gem(n.)                                    precious stone, esp. cut and polished 
                                                 or engraved; thing of great beauty or 
                                                 worth 
angular (a.)                              (of person) having sharp features 
boisterous (a.)                          lively, noisily exuberant, rowdy; rough, 
                                                 stormy 
uproarious (a.)                          very noisy; provoking loud laughter 
                                                              
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
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1. similarly 
2. to gratify 
3. standpoint 
4. to be in one’s line 
5. to get out of hand 
6. to eclipse oneself 
7. to be companionable 
8. restoration of smth 
9. to be on the track 
10. to hunt smb down 
11. to vanish 

Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. What can you tell about Flambeau, the narrator? What kind of per-

son 
     is he?   What did Brown mean calling him a poet? 
2.  What did he mean saying that the story should be studied by the 

stranger from the outside? 
3. Why the diamonds were called “The Flying Stars”? 
4. How did it come out that the diamonds had been stolen? 
5. What could damage the reputation of John Crook more: his witness 

or the theft of the diamonds? Justify your point of view. 
6. Why did Father Brown succeed in convincing Flambeau to return 

the diamonds? 
7. What did Sir Leopold mean saying of respect to those whose creed 

required to be cloistered and ignorant of this world? 
 
Characters  
 a)Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
     main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
facts from the story) 
self-dependent; self-confident; artistic; aesthetic; noble; prominent; to 

show off; cheeky; insolent; impudent; bold ; arrogant;   
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 b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points:     
1. Can we talk about crime as committed in a certain society or class? 

 To what extent does environment influence people’s actions? 
2.What do you think can be “ the right or the wrong side of the wall 
    you are on”? 
3. How does a person’s character affect the line he chooses in life? 
4.Who  would you be more likely to rely on : a person who openly 

 shares his views or that who denounces controversial ideas? Why?   
     

Prepositions    
1. As an artist I had always attempted to provide crimes suitable ... the 

special season or landscapes in which I found myself. 
2. A car or splendid speed, great elegance, and a pale green colour 

swept ...   ...  the front doors. 
3.  Porch and vestibule were unduly large... proportion ... the house. 
4.  Commonly he was a clever man, and he was inspired tonight ... a 

wild omniscience.  ... abrupt intervals ... the outrageous performance 
he would hurl himself ... full costume ... the piano and bang ... some 
popular music equally absurd and appropriate. 

5.  He rose ... his full height. 
6.  “She has lately,” cried ... old Fischer, “opened her father’s house ... 

a cut-throat Socialist, who says he would steal anything ... a richer 
man.” 

7.  Now he’s sponging ... a half-starved sister ... endless brandies and 
sodas. 

 
 

G.K.CHESTERTO� 

THE FACE I! THE TARGET 
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Vocabulary notes 
errand (n.)                        short journey for taking message,  
                                         collecting goods, etc.; object of journey 
precipice (n.)                    vertical or steep face of rock, cliff, 
                                         mountain, etc. 
at random                         without aim or purpose or principle 
to ruminate (v.)                to ponder, to meditate 
brink (n.)                          extreme edge of land before river, etc.,  
                                         esp. when sudden drop follows 
to disincline (v.)               to make unwilling 
repugnance (n.)                strong aversion or antipathy;  
                                         inconsistency or incompatibility of ideas  
                                         etc. 
dodge(n.)                          quick movement to avoid smth; clever  
                                         trick or expedient  
virtue (n.)                         goodness, uprightness, moral excellence 
hypocrisy (n.)                   simulation of virtue or goodness, insincerity 
subtle (a.)                         hard to detect or describe, fine or delicate; 
                                         ingenious, clever 
villain (n.)                        person guilty or capable of great wickedness; 
                                         (col.) rascal 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. to have a premonition 
2. scrutiny 
3. in listless way 
4. futile 
5. to make head or tail of smth 
6. to rivet smb’s eye 
7. taciturn 
8. to be weathercock 
9. to eavesdrop smb/ smth 
10. to hit smb off 
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11. a shrewd person 
12. to convict 

Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. Harold March, how did he come to know Fisher? 
2. Horne Fisher, what was he? What surprised March about Fisher? 
3. What accident did they witness? And how did Fisher comment on 

it? 
4. Why did he decide to investigate the case? How did he get the ne-

cessary information? How did March help Fisher in his investiga-
tion? 

   What did people think of Jenkins? 
5. How did Fisher figure out Jefferson Jenkins? 
6. What was the reason for the crime? 
7. Why did Horne Fisher say nothing to the police? 
Characters 
a)Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the  
   main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
   facts from the story) 
naive; educated; well-read; a man of great erudition; romantic; expe-

rienced; philosopher; a man of superficial knowledge; knowing life 

and people; active; patient; enduring; eccentric; amicable; to be of 

inquisitive bent; cautious; quick-tempered; discreet 

 b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points:  
1.Why do people create images sometimes quite opposite to what 
   they really are? 
2. Politics and crime - do they go together? 
3.Should people act as Fisher did: knowing everything and doing 

nothing? Prove your point of view. 

Prepositions    
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1. Walking ... wind and sun ... the very landscape ... liberty, he was still 
young enough to remember his politics and not merely try to forget 
them. 

2. He was dipping this ... the water ... intervals. 
3. Look ... that wall like low cliffs that juts forward just ... right angles 

... the slope of turf sweeping up to it. 
4. He was interested ... a man who turned so easily ... the technicalities 

of science ... those of art. 
5. He brought it ...  the surface before it could vanish. 
6. ... a nearer approach this fantastic impression faded. 
7. He cried something slapping his host ... back. 
8. The chances are a thousand ... one that they would not have hit such  
    prominent and picturesque objects. 
 
 

G.K.CHESTERTO� 

RI!G OF LOVERS 

Vocabulary notes 
clergyman (n.)                       member of clergy, esp. of Church of 
                                              England 
heirloom (n.)                          piece of personal property that has  
                                              been in family for several generations; 
                                              piece of property as part of inheritance 
to baffle (v.)                          to confuse, perplex; to frustrate, hinder 
blackguard (n.)                     villain, scoundrel 
to flaunt (v.)                          to display proudly; to show off, parade 
sinister (a.)                           suggestive of evil, looking malignant 
                                                or villainous; wicked, criminal 
libel (n.)                                  published false statement damaging  
                                                to person’s reputation, act of  
                                                publishing it 
rag (n.)                                    noisy disorderly scene 
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abject (a.)                               degraded or made humble,  
                                               miserable, craven 
humbug (n.)                            deceptive or false talk or behaviour;  
                                                impostor 
tangle (n.)                               confused mass of intertwined threads 
                                               etc.; confused state 
eloquent (a.)                           expressive 
promptitude (n.)                      action carried out without delay or at  
                                               once 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. distrait 
2. to summon 
3. to assume 
4. to overlook 
5. to seduce smb 
6. to dwell on smth 
7. to take smb in 
8. to romance smth 
9. to run into smb 
10. to be well-off 
11. to round off 

Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. What kind of conference did the three men have? 
2. What kind of society was Gahan in? 
3. Did he like the party?  Who did he like more? 
4. How (on what basis) did Lord Crome select the people for his din-

ner- party? 
5. How did they come to examine Lord Crome’s ring? 
6. What happened at the party? What tricks were played there? 
7. What can you say about Pitt- Palmer? 
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8. How did that incident affect Captain Gahagan? 
 
Characters 
a)Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the  
   main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
   facts from the story) 
inventive type; story-teller; romanticist; bore; noble; resourceful; self-

less; cool; able to see the point; keen on rousing the interest and star-

tling; responsible; quick on solutions; a man of decision; bashful; he-

sitant; vain; conceited; braggart; hypocritical; loyal; frank; re-

strained; reserved; improvident; insincere man 

b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points:  
1. Is there anything in common between real life and fiction/ romance?    
    Justify your point of view. 
2. Why do people sometimes tell lies? 
3. Can smb’s tragedy bring another to happiness? Justify your point of   
    view. 
          

Prepositions    
1. To have been a latitudinarian clergyman is but little likely to fit him 
... his present pursuits. 
2.  The three remaining men were the new Under-Secretary ... Foreign 
Affairs, Pitt-Palmer, one Italian singer, and one Polish diplomat. 
3.  A humorous host collects a lot of incompatible people ... the plea-
sure ... hearing them quarrel. 
4. ... contrast ... the Pole the Italian was silent and rather sulky. 
5. It proved ... examination to be set ... a cluster of extremely fine ru-

bies and carved with a central device of a heart inside a rose. 
6. Gahagan turned rather restlessly and threw an elbow ... the back ... 

his chair. 
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7. We’ve got the whole background of the story ... the back ... our 
minds; but you’ve hold ... the wrong mystery. 

8. There was a silence ... the whole group ... a brief space. 
9. He took the simple but sensible course of slipping the ring into his 

black coffee ... cover ... a gesture ... taking sugar. 
 
 
 

E.WAUGH 

(1903 - 1966) 
The manner of E. Waugh was influenced by English traditions of a sa-
tirical novel. E. Waugh belonged to the middle service class, didn’t get 
any fortune or estate and earned his living by writing. His attitudes are 
typical of a large social group brought up on ideas of Empire tradi-
tions, of the British State system and British way of living. His works 
depict the crisis of the British society. They are full of witness and crit-
icism; contain unpredictable plots and paradoxical final. His way is the 
way to personality and basic features. His first novel “Decline and 
Fall” was written in 1928, then followed “Vile Bodies” 1930; “Black 
Mischief” 1932; “A Handful of Dust” 1934; “Scoop” 1938; story 
“Work Suspended” 1942; novel “Brideshead Revisited”1944; trilogy 
“Sword of Honour”; critical essays and short stories. 
 
 

O! GUARD 

Vocabulary notes 
dab (n.)                                   pressure on surface; light blow; smear 
                                               of paint etc. 
cellist (n.)                               person who plays a cello- a musical  
                                               instrument that looks a large violin 
girdle (n.)                               belt or cord used to gird waist; corset; 
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                                               thing that surrounds 
chastity (n.)                            being chaste-abstaining from  
                                               extramarital, or from all, sexual  
                                               intercourse; simplicity of style 
boat-train (n.)                         train timed to meet or go on boat 
mammoth (a.)                         huge 
rapt (a.)                                  fully absorbed or intent; carried away 
                                               with feeling or lofty thought 
to diminish (v.)                       to make or become smaller or less (in 
                                               fact or appearance); to lessen the  
                                               reputation of (person) 
besotted (a.)                           if you are besotted with smth or smb,  
                                              you like them so much that you seem  
                                              foolish or silly 
oblivion (n.)                          state of being forgotten or being  
                                              oblivious 
feat (n.)                                 remarkable act or achievement 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. It’s bound to be a success 
2. to come to an abrupt end 
3. to drive into extremes 
4. to usurp the conversation 
5. to take against smb 
6. one and all 
7. to make a sporting attempt on smth 
8. to wrestle with a  problem 
9. to receive one’s commission 
10. to work single-handed against the forces of nature 
11. to solicit attention 
12. minute wounds 
13. to waylay smb 
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Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. What feature and how it made Milly Blade notable? 
2. Why did Hector make his choice on a dog as a present for Milly? 
    How did she take the puppy? 
3. Do you think Beckthorpe’s farm was worth buying? 
4. What life did Milly lead when Hector was far away from her? 
5. What was the dog’s task and what techniques did he use to fulfill it? 
    Could Hector be sure that the puppy would cope? 
6. Did his devices work on Sir Alexander Dreadnought and why? 
7. Why did the dog use that last device? What did it lead to? 
8. Can this story be true? Prove   it. 
 
Characters 
 a)Which of the  adjectives and word combinations characterize the 
     main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
     facts from the story) 
light-headed; frivolous; easy-going; absent-minded; jolly; cheerful; 

unconcerned; good-timer; solid; far-seeing; go-ahead; industrious; 

firm of purpose; patient; enthusiastic; sharp-witted; industrious; ven-

turesome; brave; loyal 

b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
 Talking points:     
1. What did E. Waugh mean by the phrase “It’s the devil of a time to 
expect a girl to wait. Some other brighter might turn up, if you see 
what I mean”.  
2. Does appearance of a person mean a lot if the character  suits you? 
Justify your point of view 
3. “By the code of all well-born dogs it is money that counts. It is the 
purchase, not the mere feeder and fondler, to whom ultimate loyalty is 
due”. Is it the same with people? Give reasons. 

Prepositions   
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1. Hector and the poodle hung ... the barrier looking ... her, and not ... 
the train was already moving did he bundle the animal ... Beck-
thorpe’s arms ... instructions to deliver him ... Millicent’s address. 

2. Though he had a constitutional preference ... pungent, meaty dishes, 
Hector heroically simulated a love ... lump sugar. Having made this 
apparent ... whatever cost  ... his digestion it was easy to lead Milli-
cent on ... an interest ... tricks. 

3.  The Saturday ... Monday visit ... Sir Alexander was a nightmare ... 
the poodle. 

4.  Playing ... this affection which had grown ...   ... him, Hector 
achieved a technique ... dealing ... Milluicent’s young men. 

5.  ... last ... the third year ... this regime a new problem presented itself 
... the person of Mayor Sir Alexander Dreasnought, Bart., M.P., and 
Hector immediately realized that he was...   ... something  altogether 
more formidable than he had hitherto tackled. 
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E.WAUGH 

EXCURSIO! I! REALITY 

Vocabulary notes 
to bicker (v.)                         to quarrel pettily, wrangle 
to sluice (v.)                          to rinse; to pour water freely upon 
woe (n.)                                affliction, bitter grief 
particulars (n.)                      information, detailed account 
lunatic asylum                      mental home or hospital 
plus-fours                             long wide loose-fitting breeches  
                                             gathered in at knee 
lot (n.)                                  a small area of land that belongs to 
                                             a particular person or company 
treatment (n.)                        process or manner of behaving or  
                                             dealing with a person or thing 
hive endeavour                     extremely earnest attempt 
to scribble (v.)                      to write carelessly or hurriedly; be 
                                             author or writer 
to scamper (v.)                      to move or run hastily or impulsively 
 
Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. to be a student of smth 
2. to be broke 
3. to exchange listless greetings 
4. net cash 
5. income-tax 
6. the explanatory typescript 
7. the paper headed with the name 
8. to carry on a tedious conversation 
9. from an entirely new angle 
10. the name naturally suggests itself 
11. I’ll bear you in mind 
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12. It’s a mug’s game 
13. to eat irregular and improbable meals 
14. to be first and foremost 
15. to speak with complacency 

Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. What kind of life did Simon Lent lead? 
2. What happened one night at the attic flat of Lent’s? 
3. How did Sir James Macrae receive Simon? 
4. Who did he meet in the car and how did they happen to work to-

gether? 
5. What was the life at the studio? How did it influence Simon’s life? 
6. What can you say about Sir James as a producer? 
7. What is the end of the story/ 
 
Comment on    
Simon’s words : “You see, for the first time in my life I have come 
into the contact with Real Life.” 
a)  What did he call Real Life?    
b)  How real was it? How real can it be to your mind?(Give reasons) 

 
Characters  
a)Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the  
   main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
   facts from the story) 
inactive; sluggish; of a passive temperament; shallow; unscrupulous; 

to go with the stream; apathetic; inconsistent 

b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points:     
1. Do you agree with the statement : “Vital art implies a corresponding 
    set of social relationships.”  Justify your point of view. 
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Prepositions    
1. They wanted his angle ... a picture they were making. And would 

like him to meet them ... luncheon... the Garrick Club to know his 
reactions ... that. 

2. He sat ... a greatcoat ... his head hung forward, elbows ... the table, 
and his hands clasped ... his neck. The staff sat ... respectful sympa-
thy. 

3. You had better fix ...   ... Miss Grits the times of work most suitable 
... you. I shall expect ... your first treatment ... the end of the week. 

4. Simon scribbled his initials ... the bill and left the table ... Sylvia 
was still groping ... gloves and bag. 

5. Well, he supposed, now was the time to go away ... the country and 
get ...   ... his novel. Some quiet cafe - restaurant  ... the sun where he 
could work ... those intractable last chapters. 

 
 

E.WAUGH 

THE WINNER TAKES ALL 

Vocabulary notes 
to commemorate (v.)          to keep in memory by celebration or cere-
mony 
shell-splinters                    fragments of a case containing explosives 
parsimony (n.)                   carefulness in use of money or resources; 
                                          meanness, stinginess parsimonious (a.) 
Death Duties                     tax levied on property after owner’s death 
cast-off (a.)                       abandoned or discarded (thing, esp. garment) 
replica (n.)                         exact copy, esp. duplicate made by 
                                          original artist of his picture etc., model, 
                                          esp. on smaller scale 
dishevelled (a.)                  ruffled and untidy 
peril (n.)                            serious and immediate danger; perilous (a.) 
aloof (a.)                           unconcerned, lacking in sympathy 
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Explain the meaning of the following words and word combinations . 
Recall the situations from the story.  
1. to have the benefit of sea air 
2. when it came to the point 
3. to be consumed with desire for smth 
4. a man of limited means and self-indulgent habits 
5. to rectify an error of justice 
6. to regale with smth 
7. to be liable to smth 
8. to canvass opinions 
9. an all-round man 
10. to bustle about smth 
11. to sap one’s morale 
12. to learn from the bottom 
13. to mislay a letter 
14. to spend money profusely 

Questions (when possible make use of the words and word combina-
tions given above). 
1. What were Mrs. Kent-Cumberland’s expectations? 
2. How were the two boys treated? And why? What kind of youth did 

they have? 
3. Why did Tom have to stay at home after school? What were his    

interests? 
4. Why did the younger son move to South Australia? 
5. What happened after Tom’s departure ? 
6. What was Mrs. Kent-Cumberland’s Attitude to the MacDougals? 
7. How did Tom Happen to meet Gladys again? 
8. What was the end of the story? Do you think it is logical? 
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Comment on the title: 
a) Who do you consider the Winner? 
b) Can you say that the Loser gets nothing? Give reasons. 
c) Whom do you think to be happier? Justify your point of view. 
 
Characters  
a)Which of the adjectives and word combinations characterize the  
   main heroes of the story? (Your choice should be illustrated by the 
   facts from the story) 
spoilt; envious; good-natured; responsible; thorough; pompous; un-

pretentious; to be easily carried away; diligent; assiduous; enterpris-

ing; tenacious; undisciplined; well-behaved 

b) Give character sketches of the main heroes of the story. 
 
Talking points:    
1. Is it always so in families with more than one children, especially 
when they are boys? Give reasons. What does it depend on: social po-
sition, society, politics, etc.? 
2. How do you consider the problem of superiority between children in 
  the family? / the problem of spoilt children? Prove your point of 
view. 
   

Prepositions 
1. They travelled ... state ... the country, where flags were hung ...   ...  

the village street. 
2. ...  the age ... seven Tom was consumed ... desire ... a model  motor-

car, an expensive toy of a size to sit ... and pedal ... the garden. 
3. Day ... day he and his mother sat ... together ... luncheon and dinner, 

and his constant presence was a severe strain ... Mrs Kent-
Cumberland’s equability. 

4. It shocked and distracted her... encounter the large figure ... her 
younger son sprawling ... the morning-room sofa or leaning ... the 
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stone parapet ... the terrace and gazing ... apathetically ... the familiar 
landscape. 

5. They discovered that they lived ... a few streets ... one another, and 
it presently became ... Tom’s practice to call ... her ... the mornings 
and take her ... home ... the evenings. 

 
APPE!DIX   1 
 

1. EXPRESSING ARGUMENT OF APPROVAL 

1.1. I quite agree with you that .... 
1.2. I am convinced that .... 
1.3. It is only natural that..... 
1.4. That’s exactly what I think. 
1.5. It naturally leads to the conclusion that ...  

2. EXPRESSING DISAGREEMENT, RAISING OBJECTION  

2.1. However 
2.2. At all events... 
2.3. If I rightly remember... 
2.4. It is just the other way round... 
2.5. I can see that, but surely... 
2.6. Agreed, but if we say X, there we accept Y .... 
2.7. That’s one way of looking at it. On the other hand... 
2.8. There is a tendency to exaggerate... 
2.9. I don’t see it in quite the same light. 
2.10. It doesn’t make sense 
2.11. It (... the way you put it...) does not hold water. 
2.12. I am quite of a different opinion. 
2.13. There’s plenty of evidence that... 
2.14. It is not likely that ... 

       2.15. One should not take things so much for granted.   
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3.  ARGUING  A POINT  
3.1. Yet... 
3.2. One has no doubt that... 
3.3. I am perfectly convinced that... 
3.4. It goes without saying that… 
3.5. I can’t see any reason why... 
3.6. What I am driving at is... 
3.7. On second thought... 
3.8. Such an argument is convincing ... 
3.9.  You’re right up to a point... 
3.10. True, but on the other hand... 
3.11. The thing is.... 
3.12. It is highly probable, but I am not in a position to 

judge... 
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APPE!DIX    2 

С 

A 

able to see the point 
absent-minded 
acrimonious 
active 
aesthetic 
aimless 
alienated from life 
ambitious 
amicable 
apathetic 
arrogant 
argumentative 
artistic 
artful 
authoritative 
assiduous 

подмечающий суть  
рассеянный 
желчный 
активный 
эстет 
праздный 
оторванный от жизни 
амбициозный 
дружелюбный 
безучастный; апатичный 
надменный; высокомерный 
любящий спорить 
артистическая натура 
хитрый; коварный 
властный 
прилежный 

B 
barbaric 
to be a good actress 
bashful 
to be a matter-of-fact person 
to be of inquisitive bend 
bold 
braggart 
brave  
bumptious 
 
 

дикий 
быть хорошей актрисой 
застенчивый 
прозаик 
любознательный 
смелый 
фанфарон 
отважный  
кичливый 
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calculating 
cautious 
child-like 
chatty 
cheeky 
cheerful 
cool 
a cool character 
cold-hearted 
composed 
competent 
commonplace 
consistent 
conceited 
cruel 
cunning 
curious 
cynical 

расчетливый                             
осмотрительный 
невинный 
болтливый 
нахальный 
жизнерадостный 
хладнокровный 
холодный 
холодный 
хладнокровный 
умелый 
простой 
последовательный 
самодовольный 
жестокий 
хитрый 
любопытный 
циничный 

  

D 

decent 
devoted 
dexterous 
discreet 
disillusioned 
dogmatic 
downtrodden 
dreamy 
dull 
to be a deep one 
diligent 

порядочный                           
преданный 
проворный 
неболтливый 
разочаровавшийся 
категоричный 
забитый; запуганный 
мечтательный 
скучный 
быть с хитрецой 
трудолюбивый 
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E 

easy-going 
educated 
eccentric 
egoistic 
enduring 
enterprising 
enthusiastic 
envious 
exhausted 
experienced 
exquisite 
extraordinary 
exuberant 

легко относящийся к жизни  
образованный 
эксцентричный 
эгоистичный 
выносливый 
предприимчивый 
увлеченный 
завистливый 
обессиленный; загнанный в угол 
опытный 
утонченный 
неординарный 
многословный    

 

G 
g
e
n
t
l
e 
g
o
-
a
h
e
a
d 
g
o
o
d

F 
failure 
far-seeing 
firm of purpose 
flippant 
to foresee 
frank 
frivolous 

неудачник 
дальновидный 
целеустремленный 
легкомысленный 
предвидеть 
откровенный 
ветреный 
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-
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r
e
a
m
g
r
a
t
e
f
u
l 

 
 
 

H 
hair-trigger 
to have self-command 
haughty 
 
heartless 
hearty 
hesitant 
hypocrite 
hypocritical 

вспыльчивый 
иметь самообладание 
высокомерный, заносчивый, надмен-
ный 
бессердечный 
искренний, энергичный, общительный 
сомневающийся, нерешительный 
лицемер, ханжа 
лицемерный, притворный, ханжеский 

I  
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idle 
ignorant 
imprudent 
improvident 
impressive 
inactive 
inert 
inconsistent 
indecisive 
industrious 
 
independent 
indifferent 
inventive/inventive type 
intolerable 
insolent 
insincere 
ironical 

ленивый 
невежественный 
бесстыдный; наглый 
непредусмотрительный 
впечатляющий 
инертный 
безынициативный 
непоследовательный 
неуверенный в себе  
исполнительный; работящий; сообра-
зительный 
независимый; самостоятельный 
равнодушный 
изобретательный 
невыносимый 
наглый 
фальшивый 
ироничный 

J 
jealous 
 

ревнивый; завистливый 
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jolly 
jovial 
jubilant 
judicious 

веселый 
торжествующий  
общительный 
разумный 

K 
keen on rousing 
the interest and startling 
keen - witted 
kind 
kind - hearted 
to know much about  
human nature 
to know on which side 
one’s bread is buttered 
knowing life and people 

человек, любящий           
заинтриговать 
сметливый 
добрый 
добросердечный 
хорошо разбираться в человеческой 
натуре 
себе на уме 
 
разбирающийся в жизни и людях 

L 
light - headed 
light - minded 
lethargic 
loquacious 
loyal 
lyric 

легкомысленный 
легкомысленный 
пассивный 
болтливый 
верный 
лирик 

M 
malicious 
a man -   
- of few words 
- short of speech 
- of airs and graces 
- of great erudition 
- of superficial know-
ledge 
- of deep knowledge 
 
- of decision 

злобный 
 
необщительный 
скупой на слова 
жеманный 
эрудированный 
с поверхностными знаниями 
обладающий глубокими  
знаниями 
решительный 
целеустремленный 
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- of purpose 
- of flaming nature 
-not easily frightened 
melodramatic                                          
mendacious                                            
misunderstood                                        

пламенная натура  
не робкого десятка 
напыщенный  
лживый  
непонятый 

! 
naive 
noble 
not verbal 
 

наивный 
ловкий, проворный, шустрый 
немногословный 

O 
observant 
open - handed 
open - hearted 
overweening 

наблюдательный 
щедрый 
открытый 
высокомерный, самонадеянный 

P 
passionate 
passive 
patient 
pedantic 
persistent 
philosopher 
pigeon - hearted 
polite 
pompous 
to possess a good sense of 
humour 
powerful 
practical 
prominent 
prosaist 

страстный 
безынициативный 
терпеливый 
педантичный 
настойчивый 
философ 
трусливый 
вежливый 
напыщенный 
обладать чувством юмора 
 
властный 
практичный 
видный 
прозаик 
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proud 
pure 
pushy 

гордый 
чистый 
пробивной 

Q 

queer 
 
quick 
quick on solutions 
quick - tempered 

чудаковатый; подозрительный;  
эксцентричный  
находчивый 
быстро принимающий решения 
вспыльчивый; раздражитель-
ный 

R 
rapidity of thought and action 
refined 
reserved 
resourceful 
responsible 
restrained 
romantic 
rude 

быстрота мысли и действия 
рафинированный 
скрытный 
изобретательный; находчивый 
ответственный 
сдержанный 
романтик 
грубый 

S 
skeptic 
scrupulous 
selfish 
self - confident 
self - controlled 
self - satisfied 
self - dependent 
selfless 
sensitive 
severe 
shallow 

скептик 
скрупулезный 
самоуверенный 
самоценный 
сдержанный 
самодовольный 
уверенный в себе 
самоотверженный 
чувствительный 
суровый 
поверхностный 
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sharp - witted 
showy 
shrewd 
shy sincere 
 
slippery person 
sly 
sluggish 
smooth - tongued 
sneering 
soft - hearted 
solid 
spoilt 
straight - forward 
strategist 
strict 
strong - natured 
suave [ swa:v] 
suggestible 
sullen 
superstitious 
sympathetic 

находчивый 
эффектный 
проницательный 
робкий, застенчивый искрен-
ний 
скользкий человек 
лукавый 
медлительный; вялый 
сладкоречивый 
насмешливый 
мягкий 
основательный 
испорченный; избалованный 
прямой 
стратег 
строгий 
сильная личность 
обходительный 
позволяющий управлять со-
бой 
замкнутый 
суеверный 
умеющий сочувствовать 

T 
taciturn 
tactician 
tenacious 
tender 
thorough 
tired of life 
tolerant 
trouble - making 
trustworthy 
 

молчаливый 
тактик 
хваткий 
нежный 
основательный 
уставший от жизни 
терпеливый 
склочный 
стоящий доверия 
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U 
unconcerned 
undisciplined 
unfortunate 
unpretentious 
unscrupulous 
unsophisticated 
upstart 

беспечный 
распущенный 
несчастный 
неприхотливый 
беспринципный 
неискушенный 
выскочка 

V 
vain 
venturesome 
vivid - nature 

тщеславный 
рисковый 
богатая натура 

W 
weak - willed / weak 
well - behaved 
well - read 
a wide - awake  person 
wise 
worthless 

слабохарактерный 
добронравный 
начитанный 
бдительный; осмотрительный 
мудрый 
никчемный 

 


